MEMO: To All Bryston Customers
SUBJECT: Target Stands with Mini T Speakers
July 2015

Hi James,
The Target's MR stands for my Mini T's arrived finely. I Assembled them filed them with
fine small particles (3mm aquarium marble sand). this are heavy stands by there own
around 14-15 kg empty! I must admit I didn't expect any dramatics changes in terms of
sound differences compare to the old stands.
Boy oh boy I was wrong! One hears the difference the minute it starts playing. After
running two CD's It's turn obviously that The bass become
knife sharp like And with better define kick. the highs
Chime like crystal bells. And the space between notes
become much noticeable airy that in turn leads to much
better perceive overall dynamics.
The Bryston Mini T speakers are a reference when it comes
to dynamics and the Target stands serve them well. And I'll
keep running this in over the coming days. I get the feeling
they will edge up things even more. The stands were
intended to be used on my second newer pair of Mini T's
but I decided to leave the stands with the older pair, can't
turn things back now. Who knows maybe latter on I'll grab
another pair, but for now the Atacama SL600 will do for the
newer pair.
Regarding the top plates, I would prefer a bigger one, as it is small for the size of the
Mini T's. I did find a practical solution though by using some Patafix (German equivalent
To the more known Blu-Tack). It does couple the speaker cabinet with the stands to the
point one can tilt the speaker with the stand as one, though I wouldn't recommend that
as routine.
Bottom line the Target MR's provides surprisingly sound upgrade, and they are heavy…
real heavy.
Cheers,
Itshak Vodzilovsky

